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Abstract

Natural language modelling plays an important and ever growing role in linguistic research
and speech technology. In this area, the connectionist models offer interesting properties that
are capable of explaining a number of aspects of human language processing. One area of
interest is the neighbour effect which is concerned with words with orthographic and phonological
similarities. At the Institute for Perception Research currently a connectionist model is being
developed to explain the neighbour effect in bilinguals. The neighbour effect is based on the
hypothesis that, in connectionist models, similar words have similar activation patterns.

The graduate project has originated from the problem of implementing this model in software
using artificial neural networks. A Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) has been used to implement
the model. The Bilingual Access Representations (BAR) model has been trained on a corpus
of ca. 8000 Dutch words and 2000 English words which resulted in an almost negligible er
ror score for both languages. Cluster analysis of internal representations and comparison of
neighbours and non-neighbours showed that the network does exhibit the neighbour effect. In
two experiments, the Euclidean distances for non-neighbours were found to be ca. 50 % higher
than for cognates. However, the model is not suitable for representing words of variable length
and discovering temporal structure within words. Furthermore, the model does not reflect the
direction of time in a between-language priming experiment.

A Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) has been developed and implemented to cope with the
problem of representing time in a language model. This network has been trained to predict the
next letter in a word from the current letter. Due to the non-determinism of the prediction task,
the network is not able to correctly predict each next letter from its predecessor. Mathematically
it is shown that minimizing the output error results in the network developing output activations
that correspond to the probability distribution of a next letter.

The Reber-grammar has probabilistic production rules that are defined in a Finite State Auto
maton (FSA). Experiments with the Reber-grammar suggest that the network is indeed capable
of learning the transition probabilities that characterize this grammar. In natural language a
common method to mathematically describe temporal structures within sequences are n-gram
dependencies. This method is based on calculating the probability of occurrence of a symbol
given its left context. In n-gram modelling, each letter is characterized by the conditional prob
ability, given its previous n - 1 letters. This offers the possibility to quantify the performance
of an SRN when learning a natural language by comparing the output activations with n-gram
probabilities.
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Perplexity is defined as the number of possible successors given a current letter. The redund
ancy in natural language is reflected by a reduction of perplexity given more left context. The
recurrent network uses redundancy to generate a probability distribution with the lowest per
plexity possible. This is achieved by developing internal representations of left context in the
hidden/context units.

Three experiments investigated the role of the following parameters:

• Number of hidden/context units:
A network with more hidden/context learns longer contextual dependencies given the same
training set. A larger set of hidden/context units has more representational power to reflect
long term, contextual dependencies. The network with 100 hidden/context units achieves
the highest correlation with 4-gram dependencies.

• Learning speed:
A learning schedule, using a progressively decreasing learning speed, results in faster con
vergence without the loss of performance. The network starts by learning simple depend
encies quickly with a high learning speed. Difficult dependencies with high perplexity
require fine tuning of output activations with a smaller learning speed.

• Training set size:
In general a large training set has higher perplexity for every letter than a relatively small
training set. This means that the network has more difficulty learning 4-gram dependencies
with a long, complex left context. Instead the network has higher correlation with 2-gram
and 3-gram dependencies.

The experiments show that there is an interaction between perplexity and length of context. If
a network is to learn a small vocabulary with low average perplexity, it is able to learn long term
contextual dependencies. If the same network is to learn a large vocabulary with high average
perplexity, it learnes shorter contextual dependencies. So learning probabilistic dependencies
with recurrent networks strongly depends on perplexity and context.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Cognitive modelling is a multidisciplinary field of research which covers areas like neuroscience,
artificial intelligence, linguistics and psychology. The goal is to develop models of cognitive
processes and evaluate their implications. One area of particular interest is language mod
elling. For a long time linguistic theories have posited symbolic representations, operations
and architectures of rule systems that are higly structered and constrained [17]. In response
to these rule-based theories, the connectionist model has received increased attention. These
connectionist models or Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP) models consist of many densely
interconnected units which correspond to concepts or features. These units have activation levels
and they transmit signals to one another along weighted connections. Based on their similarity
with the human brain a connectionist model is also referred to as an artificial neural network.
One of the most influential efforts in connectionist research has been a model of the acquisition
of the marking of the past tense in English developed by Rumelhart and McClelland [20]. As
a result of this, linguistic researchers investigate other ways in which connectionism contributes
to understanding language structure and acquisition.

Language models are also of interest in the development of speech recognition systems [24], [29],
[8], [2], [23], [10]. Early speech recognition systems are based solely on bottom-up processing of
acoustic information [8]. With language models it is possible to combine bottom-up processing
of acoustical information with top-down processing of linguistic information.

At the Institute for Perception Research (IPO), currently a project is aimed at developing a
connectionist model for bilingual lexical organization [26]. This Bilingual Access Representations
model (BAR) is based on the model for Word Recognition and Naming developed by Seidenberg
and McClelland [22]. The working hypothesis for the implementation of BAR is that the model
can account for the neighbour effect [4]. This effect is based on similarities between the lexical
representations of words.

1.2 Problem description

This research project is initiated by the problem of implementing BAR using an artificial neural
network. In this project the behavior of the neural network will be simulated in software. It

1



2 Chapter 1

is important to establish a neural network which simulates human-like behavior in language
learning, because the results are to be compared against human performance. This network
develops bilingual lexical representations and will be referred to as BAR 2, following a pilot study
on BAR. The behavior of a neural network is greatly determined by the network architecture
and coding scheme for stimuli. Therefore a coding scheme has to be developed that accounts as
much as possible for human language learning.

Natural language inherently is redundant [21]' and natural language learning is based on dis
covering and using the redundancy. Hence, the network architecture has to be designed in such
a way, that the redundancy is expressed in the development of internal representations. Similar
words should have similar internal representations so the neural network is also referred to as
associative network.

Sequential training of a neural network often suffers from Catastrophic Interference (CI) or cata
strophic forgetting. If training on one training set stops and training on another set commences,
information about the first set may be overwritten. So in the case of second language learning,
it is important to choose a training procedure which reduces the effect of CI.

Since language modelling also involves the temporal processing of sequences, it is interesting
to study the effect of temporal order in language models. Neural networks with a dynamic
memory have proven to be able to represent temporal sequences [5]' [9]. These so called
recurrent networks will be studied with respect to their capabilities to capture the orthographic
structure of words. Training a recurrent network is fundamentally different from training an
associative network. It thus is necessary to design a different method for training the network
and evaluating its performance.

Summarizing, the project consists of the following stages:

• Study the use of neural networks in language modelling tasks

• Design a coding scheme and architecture for an auto associative network to implement the
BAR 2 model

• Evaluate the performance of the auto associative network

• Design a recurrent network and training method to model temporal order within words

• Evaluate the performance of the recurrent network

1.3 Structure of the report

This research focuses on the use of artificial neural networks for language modelling purposes.
The next chapter describes linguistic phenomena that are of interest for this research like the
word frequency effect, the neighbour effect and bilingualism. This is followed by the description
of two different connectionist models. Chapter 3 describes two neural network architectures: the
Multi Layer Perceptron and the Simple Recurrent Network, followed by the back propagation
training algorithm.

After these introductory chapters, the Lexical Representations Model is described in chapter
4. This chapter contains the theoretical background of the model and the experimental results
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after training the network. Chapter 5 gives a mathematical derivation of the Probabilistic
Dependency Model. Next two experiments, with an artificial grammar and a natural grammar,
are described. Finally chapter 6 contains conclusions and recommendations.



Chapter 2

Language and connectionism

2.1 Introduction

One of the main topics in psycho-linguistic research is the development oflanguage models [12],
[18], [4], [26]. These models on language acquisition and language representation account for
various linguistic phenomena. The most recent developments in language modelling are based
on the connectionist framework. Connectionist models already have proven to be able to develop
representations that are linguistically relevant.

Connectionist models offer understanding of cognitive processes such as speech perception and
language understanding. The availability of high speed computers and new learning proced
ures makes these models interesting for cognitive tasks such as speech recognition and natural
language understanding. Cognitive models may serve to be useful in speech recognition tasks.
after acoustical analysis of the speech signal has failed. So, researchers in these areas are also
interested in connectionist models.

This chapter describes a number of linguistic phenomena to be studied in this project. This is
followed by a description of two connectionist models.

2.2 Linguistic phenomena

2.2.1 Word frequency

Word frequency is a measure for the number of times a word occurs in natural language. High
frequency words are used more often than are low frequency words. In English the word the
typically is a high frequency word. Performance in word recognition experiments is influenced
by word frequency [12]. High frequency words are recognized at shorter latencies than low
frequency words.

2.2.2 Neighbour effect

Neighbours are word pairs that have orthographic and/or phonologic similarities. Non neigh
bours are word pairs that do not have these similarities. The neighbour effect is studied in form

5



6 Chapter 2

priming experiments [4]. These experiments explore the cognitive processes involved in lexical
decision tasks. In a priming experiment a subject has to decide wether a letter string is an
existing word or a non word. Such an experiment typically consists of four phases:

1. presentation of a letter string; the prime

2. masking of the prime

3. presentation of a letter string; the target

4. decision wether target string is a word or a non word

A distributed representation that merges orthographic and phonological information can support
the neighbour effect: words with similar orthography and phonology are represented in the model
by similar patterns of activations throughout the hidden units and the change from an internal
representation to another implies just little changes in the activations of the units. Different
words have different internal representations and to switch from one word to the other should
take more time.

2.3 Bilingualism

Empirical work has suggested that the lexical representations of a bilingual's two languages
are independent [25]. However, the Bilingual Access Representations model is based on the
assumption that the separation of lexical representations in bilinguals is a functional rather
than an architectural one. So instead of having a separate lexicon for each language, a bilingual
has one bilingual lexicon. This means that the separation between two languages may be driven
by differences in the structure of the input to a common architectural system.

The Seidenberg and McClelland Model [22] accounts for orthographyjphonology interaction
and allows the learning of new words without the need to add more processing units. These
features allow the modelling of a bilingual lexical organization.

Conclusions on word priming experiments are based on the assumption that if one string serves
as a prime for a second, then it is accessing lergely the same underlying representation [27].
Neighbour effects have been measured both within languages and between languages and evid
ence suggests that word similarity plays a role in bilingual lexical processing [4].

2.4 Connectionist models

In this project, two types of connectionist models are used for language modelling: the auto
associative network and the recurrent network. This section describes the architecture of both
models and their underlying concepts.
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Output units

Input units

Figure 2.1: Multi-layer network

2.4.1 Auto-associative network

In general a connectionist language model is based on a multi-layered network [22], [18], [21].
A three-layered network contains one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer, each
layer containing one or more units. See figure 2.l.

The input layer consists of multiple input units representing the features of a language. At this
stage it is irrelevant which features are used, in chapter 4 these features are described in detail.
The output layer is a copy of the input layer; also representing the features of a language. In
an auto-associative network the hidden layer generally contains fewer units than the input layer
cq. output layer. In a language model it is essential that the number of hidden units is smaller
than the number of input/output units.

Given a pattern on the input units the network has to recreate the same pattern on the output
units. If each layer contains the same number of units, the network can simply copy the input
representation to the hidden layer and then to the output layer. In the language model however
the hidden layer contains fewer units but it still has to perform the same task. To achieve this
task the network has to compress the representation of the input layer and develop an internal
representation in the hidden layer. It then has to expand the internal representation to the
output layer.

The network accomplishes this by exploiting the redundancy in the input representation. A
single pattern does not reflect this redundancy but after training the network with many samples
of a natural language, the network discovers higher order relationships among features. With a
as the alphabet size and 1as the length of longest considered string there are a l possible strings.
Even with a rather small alphabet size (e.g., a = 24) and a small maximal string length (e.g.,
1 = 7), there are huge numbers of possible strings (ca. 4.109 ). However, a natural language
only uses a small subset of all possible strings. It is this reduction of possibilities which causes
redundancy. Thus, the succes of a network depends on its ability to capture the redundancy in
a natural language.

An important characteristic of this way of learning is that the architecture of the network forces
it to discover the higher order relationships. Using more hidden units implies that the network
is simply copying the input pattern through the hidden layer to an identical output pattern.
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Input units

Figure 2.2: Recurrent network

This way the network is not learning a language, it is just learning to copy different patterns
without using the linguistic features contained within the patterns. So when the network only
contains a few hidden units the network is forced to discover all linguistic redundancy that is
hidden inside the grammatical structure of a language. Following this way of reasoning it is
interesting to note that the network is learning more when fewer hidden units are employed.

2.4.2 Recurrent network

Cognitive behavior often involves temporal processes. In a recurrent network time is represented
by the effect it has on processing a sequence. Each input pattern corresponds to a single temporal
event whereas in an auto-associative network an input pattern corresponds to multiple temporal
events which are parallelized in time. To account for the element of time, a recurrent network
has dynamic properties that are responsive to temporal sequences.

There have been several proposals for supplying a network with memory. The most promising
was suggested by Jordan [9] and modified by Elman [5]. The basic idea of the Elman network
is to add a set of context units to the network which only interact with the hidden units and
not with the outside world. Figure 2.2 shows the architecture of a recurrent network.

With this network it is possible to study temporal features of language such as positional letter
frequencies (how often does a certain letter appear in a certain position within a word ?) and
probabilistic dependencies (what is the probability of occurrence of a letter given its context).
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Neural networks

3.1 Introduction

In general, a neural network is a machine that is designed to model the way in which the
human brain performs a particular task. To achieve good performance, neural networks employ
a massive interconnection of simple computing cells referred to as neurons or processing units.
A neural network is able to perform its task, by storing experiential knowledge. This knowledge
is acquired by the network through a learning proces.

This chapter describes two possible network architectures followed by a description of the back
propagation learning algorithm.

3.2 N etwork architectures

This section describes the architecture and mechanisms of two different neural network archi
tectures: the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and the Simple Recurrent Network (SRN).

3.2.1 Multi Layer Perceptron

Auto association belongs to the larger set of encoding problems. These problems involve finding
an efficient set of hidden unit patterns to encode a large number of input/output patterns. The
number of hidden units is intentionally made small to enforce an efficient encoding. The specific
problem of auto-association uses identical input and output patterns.

Figure 3.1 shows a two-layer perceptron. Input units, shown as solid circles, perform no com
putation and are not included in the count of layers.

Output units are denoted by 0i, hidden units by hj and input units by ik. Each hidden unit
receives the sum of all weighed outputs of the units in the previous layer, the input layer. Next,
each hidden unit performs a non-linear transformation on its input. This transformation, also
called activation function, is denoted by g. We use a sigmoid activation function to perform this
transformation:

1
g(x) = 1 + e-X

9

(3.1)
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OJ

Figure 3.1: Two layer perceptron, showing the notation for units and weights.
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Figure 3.2: Sigmoid activation g as a function of activation strength x. This function saturates
at both 0 and 1.

Figure 3.2 shows how g depends on its input.

Weights on connections from input units to hidden units are denoted by Wjk and weights on
connections from hidden units to output units are denoted by W ij . The input units are clamped
to binary values 0/1. This means that an input pattern consists of a series of ones and zeros.
Different patterns are labeled by a superscript J.L.

Given pattern J.L to the input layer, hidden unit j receives a weighted net input:

and produces output:

hj = 2:wjki~
k

(3.2)

Hj = g(hj) = g(2: wjki~) (3.3)
k

Hj is the internal representation of the current input pattern J.L. This pattern of activations in
the hidden layer is propagated to the output layer through the weights W ij . Output unit i thus
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receives:

or = L WijHf = L Wijg(L wjki~)
j j k

and produces for the output layer

or = g(Of) = 9(L WijHf)
j

= g(L WijHf) = g(L Wijg(L wjki~)).
j j k

3.2.2 Simple Recurrent Network

(3.4)

(3.5)

A recurrent network has dynamic properties that are responsive to temporal sequences. An
interesting proposal for a recurrent network architecture has been published by Jordan [9]. His
network contained connections from the output units to a set of context units. In 1990 Elman
proposed a different architecture in his simple recurrent network (SRN) [5].

An SRN is also referred to as a partially recurrent network because only a part of the network
has feedback connections to context units. The architecture is very similar to the MLP but
it contains a set of feedback connections from the hidden units to a set of context units Ck .

The context units hold a copy of the activations of the hidden units from the previous time
step. This gives the network a fading memory of previous internal representations. Figure 3.3
shows the architecture of an SRN. The dotted lines indicate the one-to-one copying of hidden
units to context units. The connections from the context units to the hidden units are indicated
by short arrows. The feedback connections are one-to-one so there are as many context units

\Y;j

C
3

Figure 3.3: Simple recurrent network, showing the notation for units and weights.

as there are hidden units. However, each single context units feeds forward to every hidden
unit. Moreover, the context units are treated like input units which allows normal application
of back-propagation rules. So if a recurrent network contains NI "true" input units and NH
hidden units this network is treated as an MLP with (N1+ N H) input units.
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Given pattern Jl to the input layer, hidden unit j now receives a net input:

(Nl+NH)

h'j(r) = L wjki~(r)
k=l

NI NI+NH

L wjki~(r) + L wjki~(r)
k=l k=NI+l

NI NH

L wjki~(r) + L WjkCt(r)
k=l k=l
NI NH

- L wjki~(r) + L WjkHt(r - 1)
k=l k=l

(3.6)

The computation of Hf(r), of(r) and Of(r) proceeds according to the production rules that are
defined for an MLP except that here an extra parameter r is added to each activation variable.

3.3 Back propagation

This section describes the back propagation training algorithm of both MLP and SRN. Back
propagation belongs to the category of supervised learning which means that the output of
the network, Of, is compared with known correct answers tf (targets). So the network is
learning a training set of input-output pairs {i~, tn. Back propagation is a gradient descent
based learning algorithm. This algorithm gives a prescription for changing the weights in a feed
forward network. The weights are changed according to an error measure E. This error measure
depends on the difference between output and target.

Substituting 3.5 gives:

1
E[w] = "2l:;:[tf - OfF

III

(3.7)

(3.8)

So E is a continuous differentiable function of every weight in the network. Differentiating with
respect to the Wij gives the update rule for the hidden-to-output connections.

with

TJ L[tf - Of]g'(onHf
Il

TJ L8fHf
Il

(3.9)

8f = g'(on[tf - Of]. (3.10)
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A similar derivation holds for the input-to-hidden connections; now we must differentiate with
respect to the Wjk'S:

with

oE oHj
= -71 L oHJL OW'k

JL J J

= 71 L[tr - Or]g'(onWijg'(hj)i~
JLi

= 71 L 6rWijg'(hj)i~
JLi

= 71 L6ji~
JL

(3.11)

(3.12)

The units in the hidden layer and in the output layer perform a non-linear transformation g.The
derivative of this function is expressed in terms of 9 giving g'(x) = g(l - g). 3.10 can now be
written in the form

(3.13)

and 3.12 changes to
(3.14)

The update rules are written as sums over all patterns J..L. Implementing the update rule in this
way is called batch updating. The update rule can also be used incrementally: a pattern J..L is
presented at the input and then all weights are updated before the next pattern is presented.
This way of updating is often referred to as stochastic updating. For redundant training sets
stochastic updating has proven to be more effective than batch updating. This project concerns
training sets for natural language modelling and since natural language is highly redundant we
chose to use stochastic updating. So the update rules now can be written as

(3.15)

and
A JL r:JL 'JL (3 16)I..,J"Wjk = 71Uj 2k .

Gradient descent learning can be very slow if 71 is small, and can oscillate if 71 is too large. In
order to speed up learning without the risc of oscillation a momentum term a is introduced.
Each connection wpq is given some inertia or momentum, so that it tends to change in the
average direction of the error surface. The general update rule now changes to:

oE
~Wpq(T+ 1) = -71-~- + a~Wpq(T).

uWpq
(3.17)

This formula shows that the update rule now also contains part of the weight update in the
previous time step. '



Chapter 4

Lexical Representations Model

4.1 Introduction

Auto associative networks are useful for modelling lexical representations. One area of particular
interest is the representation of the bilingual lexicon. This chapter describes the Bilingual Access
Representations model (BAR 2) as mentioned before in chapter l.

Section 2 describes the coding scheme used for representing lexical data in the input and output
layers followed by a justification of the network's architecture. The following section describes the
training design. Finally, results after training and analysis of output and internal representations
show the performance of BAR 2 in developing a (bilingual) lexicon.

4.2 Analysis and design

4.2.1 Coding scheme

As BAR 2 is a model for language acquisition and language representation, the coding scheme
must also reflect relevant linguistic features. McWhinney and Leinbach proposed a template
based coding scheme following the syllabic structure of words [15]. They used a set of feature
units, with each unit representing position and a single phonological feature.

In the BAR 2 model the syllabic structure of a word arises from the patterns of consonants and
vowels. BAR 2 uses a template of the form:

CCCVV CCCVV CCCVV CCCVV CCCVV CCC

with
C: Consonant
V: Vowel

This template codes a full five syllabic structure. The structure is such that it establishes
location-independent representations of multiple words which is very important for studying the
neighbour effect. BAR 2 needs both orthographic and phonological information so the input

15
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pattern contains two templates; an orthographic template and a phonological template. The
orthographic template represents the words by their spelling according to the alphabet. The
phonological template represents the pronunciation of the word by dividing the word into the
smallest units of speech; the phonemes.

The use of templates is illustrated by the following example of the English word 'acquisition'. The
pronunciation of the word 'acquisition' is represented by the phonological coding: j {kwIzISHj.
Filling the templates by distinguishing between consonants and vowels results in the following
coding scheme (see also appendix A):

cccvv cccvv cccvv cccvv cccvv CCC
a cq ui sit io n
{ kv I z I SH

The orthographic coding distinguishes between 22 possible consonants and 6 possible vowels.
Since this project focuses on the development of hidden patterns it is not necessary to represent
visual features of characters in the orthographic template. Instead we use a unique binary coding
for each single character. This coding for orthography requires flog2 61 = 3 positions (units) for
each vowel and pog2 221 = 5 positions (units) for each consonant.

The phonological coding distinguishes between 32 possible consonants and 39 possible vowels.
So a total of 71 phonemes has to be considered. A pilot study showed that the BAR model
using binary coding also for the phonological information, suffered from arbitrary substitutions
of phonemes. Apparently the binary coding for phonology generated internal representations
far away from 'human-like' representations. To approximate human performance, BAR 2 uses
a phonological coding based on phonological features such as sonority and articulation points.
We now expect the network to mix up phonemes that are similar rather than 'choosing' random
phonemes.

Consonants are coded according to the following 7 features: voiced, labial, apical, coronal, back,
nasal and continuous. Vowels are also coded according to 7 features: back, front, low, middle,
high, round and length. So, the phonological coding of consonants and vowels consists of an
array of 7 positions. Each position indicates the presence of a certain feature; if the feature is
present the corresponding value is 1, else it is O. As a result of coding according to acoustic
features, some similar phonemes acquired exactly the same coding. Two extra units are used to
uniquely identify similar phonemes with identical coding. This yields a total of 9 units necessary
for the coding for phonology.

It is now possible to calculate the number of units necessary for the coding of a word. As the
template has 18 consonants and each consonant uses 5 units for orthography and 9 units for
phonology, the network needs 18· (5 + 9) = 252 units for the coding of consonants. A similar
derivation holds for vowels: 10 vowels in the template with each vowel using 3 units for ortho
graphy and 9 units for phonology yields 10 . (3 + 9) = 120 units for the coding of vowels. This
results in a total of 252 + 120 = 372 units necessary for the coding of a word. See appendix A
for the coding schemes for orthography and phonology.
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4.2.2 Architecture

Now that we established the number of units necessary to represent all characters and phonemes
it is possible to determine the architecture of the network. The number of input/output units
necessary to represent a word is simply equal to the number of units in the template. However, it
is not possible to analytically derive the number of hidden units N H from the template length.
Very often the number of hidden units is chosen on the basis of experience or intuition, so it is
important to study the results of earlier experiments concerning similar problems.

Section 1.4 states that it is essential for an MLP language model to have fewer hidden units than
input/output units. So the first constraint has to be: N H < 372. In determining the actual
size of the hidden layer it is important to recognize the interaction between computational time
during the learning phase and learning speed since training the network on a large training set
may take several days. Choosing N H very small results in the fast calculation of an epoch since
the number of connections is low. Still it takes more epochs (time) to reach an acceptable error
score because the representational power of only a few hidden units is small. The reverse effect
holds for using more hidden units; now it takes more time to complete an epoch but the learning
speed has been increased so the same error score will be reached in fewer epochs.

In a pilot study on Bilingual Access Representations an MLP with 237 input units and 8000
words was used [27]. Analysis of frequency effects and representational power suggested the
use of 85 hidden units. BAR 2 uses 372 input units with 10000 words. Clearly a network with
more input/output units and a larger data set would need more hidden units thus: N H > 85.

A common method from statistics for analyzing data is principal component analysis. The aim
of this least squares method is to find a set of M orthogonal vectors that account for as much
as possible of the data's variance [3], [11]. With N the number of inputs/outputs and M the
number of hidden units of an auto associative network, training forces the network to encode the
N-dimensional data as closely as possible in the M dimensions of the hidden layer. The network
accomplishes this by projecting the data on the first M principal components. It can be shown
that the kth principal component direction is along an eigenvector direction belonging to the
kth largest eigenvalue of the correlation matrix [7]. Figure 4.1 shows a plot of the eigenvalues
against component numbers. Examination of the eigenvalues, in order of magnitude, see figure
4.2, often provides evidence of the number of salient factors. The sum of all eigenvalues is equal
to the trace of the correlation matrix. The percentage of the trace at the mth factor is the
sum of the first m eigenvalues divided by the trace. Literature [11] suggests that 80 % of trace
suffices to account for the data's variance. With 110 factors, the per cent of trace is 80, so this
results in a hidden layer with 110 units, this satisfies the requirements 85 < N H < 372.

4.3 Training

The network is trained in two phases; a monolingual and a bilingual phase. During the mono
lingual training only Dutch words are presented to the network. During bilingual training both
Dutch and English words are presented. This section describes the design of the training pro
cedure and its implications for the network's architecture and parameters.
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Figure 4.1: Eigenvalues against component numbers for data set of 9980 words.

4.3.1 Catastrophic interference

In the case of second language learning, neural networks experience the problem of Catastrophic
Interference (CI). If training on one set of patterns stops and training on another set commences,
information about the first set may be 'overwritten' [14], [28]. With simultaneous training, the
network has the opportunity to find a set of weights that represents both languages. However
with sequential training, the connections responsible for learning the first set are changed so
that they can learn the second and this may damage the network's performance on the first set.
In terms of human lexical representation, CI causes second language learners overwriting their
first language with their second, which clearly does not happen in real life.

One way to solve the problem of CI is the use of language specific units (LSD's) which are
implemented as a set of extra input units. If two languages are to be stored in a single network,
information specifying language membership must therefore be associated with each pattern.
The information which distinguishes the two languages is presented to the network on an extra
set of LSD's. In a pilot study on bilingual access representations, 2 LSD's were used. (Plus
one extra unit for translation training. In this project BAR 2 is not concerned with translation
training.) However, this pilot study resulted in poor performance on Dutch words after bilingual
training [27]. Thomas and Plunkett showed that increasing the number of LSD's results in a
decreasing level of CI [28]. However, the use of relatively many LSD's does not conform to
human language processing. For instance when a bilingual is presented with the words 'cognitive
science', he knows that these are English words, not because somebody explicitly told him so but
because these words implicitly are English according to their structure. To be able to compare
the results with the results of the pilot experiment BAR 2 also uses two LSD's and a translation
unit. This results in a network with 375 input units, 110 hidden units and 372 output units.

According to Murre [16] CI depends primarily on the method of presentation. He proposed
that CI could be reduced by applying random rehearsal training. This method combines both
sequential and simultaneous training. In the first phase (monolingual training) only Dutch words
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Figure 4.2: Cumulative contribution of each component's eigenvalue to trace.

372 Output units

375 Input units

Figure 4.3: Network architecture of BAR 2 showing the number of units employed.

are trained, whereas in the second phase (bilingual training) both English and Dutch words are
trained.

4.3.2 Word frequency

Human language acquisition strongly depends on word frequency. High frequency words appear
more often in natural language and are learned better than low frequency words. Frequency is
usually expressed in terms of presentations per million. So each word in a corpus, or training set,
has a frequency variable. To narrow down the range in frequencies, we perform a logarithmic
transformation on the word frequency which gives the probability of being presented in an epoch.

p = K ·log(jrequency + 2) (4.1)

Seidenberg and McClelland suggested that the value of K has to be chosen such that the most
frequent word in the training set has a probability of being presented of about p = 0.93 [22].
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With the word one being the most frequent word with frequency = 2073 we obtain by substi
tuting in (4.1) K = 0.28. So during simulations we use:

p = 0.28 ·log(Jrequency + 2) (4.2)

Word frequency is not a part of the input pattern, it is used by a procedure that selects words
on the basis of their frequency. At the beginning of each epoch a new set of words is generated.
Consequently, words with high frequencies have higher probabilities of being trained.

4.3.3 Training sets

For both training phases the set of words was obtained from the CD-ROM version of the CELEX
database. This database contains detailed information on orthography, phonology and word
frequency for Dutch, English and German language. Words for the training set were selected
on the basis of word length and word frequency. The training set for Dutch words consisted of
8074 words; the English training set consisted of 1906 words. The size of the English training
set is small compared to the Dutch set in order to further reduce the effect of CJ.

Each line in the data file has the following layout:

< word orthography>, < word phonology>, < frequency>

For example: example, Igz#mpP, 278

A program has been developed to automatically generate a pattern file. This program processes
each line in the data file and generates a binary pattern file where each line has the following
layout:

< p >< word orthography >< input pattern >< target pattern>

The input pattern contains the following entries:

< LBUs >< bin. pattern for orthography>< bin. pattern for phonology>

The target pattern is almost the same as the input pattern:

< bin. pattern for orthography >< bin. pattern for phonology>

The part < p >< word orthography> only serves to identify a binary pattern, it is not presented
to the network. See appendix A for the binary patterns for orthography and phonology and an
example of a complete input pattern.

4.3.4 Learning parameters

Since the training set contains a large amount of complex data, BAR 2 uses a low learning rate.
TJ = 0.02 to reduce large fluctuations in the learning curve. For the momentum parameter we
used 0: = 0.9 .

At the start of the training it was not known how many epochs would be necessary to complete
training. Target error score is set at zero and training is stopped after evaluation of the network's
performance.
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4.4 Results and analysis

The results after training the network were analyzed in two different ways. Analysis of the output
representations shows the performance (error scores) of the network according to word frequency
and word length. Analysis of the internal representations gains insight into the development of
hidden patterns that account for the neighbour effect.

4.4.1 Error scores

The mean squared error is a measure of the overall performance of the network. It offers the
possibility for on-line evaluation of performance during training; the error score can be calculated
without the training being stopped. This measure does not distinghuish between different error
types. In order to study the performance in more detail we need to stop training and perform
an off-line evaluation. Then it is possible to differentiate between error types.

On-line evaluation
The learning curve in figure 4.4 shows that for both monolingual and bilingual training the error
score decreases to approximately 0.01 . Because this simulation uses sparse output vectors, the
network quickly learns to reduce error by turning almost all units off. This explains the steep
descent of the learning curve during the first 100 epoch of both training phases. After the first
1000 epochs, bilingual training commences and a new set of ca. 2000 English words are added
to the training set. This explains the sudden rise of the error score.

The learning curve contains small fluctuations caused by the simulation of the frequency effect.
During each epoch, a different set of words is presented to the network. If the differences between
two sets are large the network is likely to show an increase in error score. On the other hand,
when two consecutive sets contain similar words, the error score will rapidly decrease.

Off-line evaluation
During off-line evaluation three different error types are considered:

• only orthography

• only phonology

• orthography + phonology

Table 4.1 shows the error scores after both monolingual and bilingual training. These figures
are calculated after evaluating the words in both training sets. After monolingual training the
network shows near perfect performance on Dutch words (0.58 % error) and has no knowledge
yet of English words (84.73 % error). The results after bilingual training indicate that the
network did not suffer from CI; the error score on Dutch words decreased to 0.29 %.

There is a remarkable difference between the error scores on orthography and phonology for
English words after monolingual training. The orthographic template contributes for 44.70 %
to the total error score whereas the phonologic template contributes for 80.80 %. BAR 2 uses a
coding for phonology based on acoustic features. The English language uses 'typically English'
phonemes and after monolingual training the network has not yet learned to represent English
phonemes properly.
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Figure 4.4: Learning curve during monolingual and bilingual training

In order to study the frequency effect, table 4.2 shows the network's performance according to
word frequency. This study does not consider the performance on English words after mono
lingual training. The network was tested using sets containing words with highest and lowest
frequencies. These sets all contained ca. 250 words. The set of high frequency words contains
words with frequencies between 200 and 1370 per million. The set of low frequency words con
tains words with frequency 6 per million. Table 4.2 shows clearly that the network performs
better on high frequency words.

Because BAR 2 uses a template with fixed length and the training sets consisted of words with
different length, it is interesting to see the effect of word length. Words are selected solely on the
basis of the length of their orthographic representation. The shortest words have 3 characters,
the longest words have 14 characters. The test sets contained ca. 250 short (length is 3) and 250
long words (length is 13 or 14) for each language. Table 4.3 clearly shows that shorter words are
represented better than longer words. In fact, the long words account for most of the incorrect
words of the total training set; 58 % of the incorrect Dutch words and 81 % of the incorrect
English words are part of the set of long words. The incorrect words are not distributed equally
over the whole set but occur for the greater part in the set of long words. This effect can be
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Table 4.1: Error scores after 1000 epochs of monolingual training and after 1000 epochs of
additional bilingual training.

Monolingual Bilingual
Error type Dutch English Dutch English

incorrect incorrect incorrect incorrect
words (%) words (%) words (%) words (%)

only orthography 0.17 3.93 0.10 0.05
only phonology 0.36 40.03 0.17 1.00
orthography + phonology 0.05 40.77 0.02 0.05

�_t_ot_al ~5_8_ ____'c:'__8_4_.7_3__~'__0_.2_9__1 1.10~

Table 4.2: Error scores on high frequency and low frequency words after 1000 epochs of mono
lingual training and after 1000 epochs of additional bilingual training.

Monolingual Bilingual
Dutch Dutch English

Error type High Low High Low High Low
freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. freq.
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

only orthography 0 0.73 0 0 illonly phonology 0.28 2.20 0 1.10 o 6.00
orthography + phonology 0 0 0 0 o 0

I_to_ta_l ~~ 2.93~,-----0_11.10 c<c=J 6.00 I

explained by a closer analysis of the templates and the corresponding network architecture.

The templates are filled from left to right. So no matter how short a word, the left most part
of the template is always filled and the corresponding left side part of the input units is always
activated. The longer words only take up ca. 3 % of the training set. These longer words only
activate units in the right side of the input layer. Thus during training, the connections from
these input units to the hidden layer and the connections from the hidden layer to right side of
the output layer are not sufficiently trained.

In order to check if the network has really discovered the salient features of a natural language,
the network was tested with two sets of strings. These strings were all selected from the Dutch
database from CELEX. The first set contains 1000 non words. This set is generated by selecting
1000 words from the training set and reversing the order of each word. For example, the original:

voorbeeld, vorbelt, 229

now becomes:
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Table 4.3: Error scores on short words and long words after 1000 epochs of monolingual training
and after 1000 epochs of additional bilingual training.

Monolingual Bilingual
Dutch Dutch English

Error type Short Long Short Long Short Long
words words words words words words
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

only orthography 0 3.19 0 2.39 0 0.47
only phonology 0 4.38 0 2.39 0 6.98
orthography + phonology 0 1.59 0 0.80 0 0.47

�L-t_ot_al ~L_0__19.16 ~L_0__15.58 I_O_-----'1L_7_.9_1_1

dleebroov, tlebrov, 229

The first string is the word orthography, the second string is the word phonology and the third
string is the word frequency. When the network is tested, the word frequency can be ignored.
It is obvious that the second pattern does not represent a Dutch word. In Dutch an l following
a first letter d does not occur and no word ends with a v. If the network simply learned to copy
a pattern from the input layer to the output layer and did not discover the structure underlying
all the words, the error score on non words is expected to be low.

The second set consists of 1000 new words. They are directly taken from the CELEX database
but they have not been used during training. With this test set it is possible to check if the
network is able to generalize to unseen Dutch words. The figures in table 4.4 show that the

Table 4 4· Error scores with non words and new words
Error type incorrect incorrect

non words (%) new words (%)
only orthography 5.5 3.2
only phonology 22.8 5.1
orthography + phonology 35.8 2.4

l_t_ot_al L-~'_6_4_.1 ____'__11_0_.7 _

network has difficulty recognizing non words. 64.1 % is represented incorrectly in the output
layer. However, this means that 35.9 % is represented correctly, which is still a rather high
percentage. The network performs well on new words; 10.7 % are represented incorrectly. It
is expected that an even better performance can be achieved by using less hidden units. This
forces the network even more to use the redundancy in natural language.
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4.4.2 Neighbour effect

Analysis of the internal representations is not concerned with representations in the output
layer. It does not even matter whether a pattern in the output layer is decoded correctly. All
that matters here are the representations in the hidden layer. According to the hypothesis,
neighbours develop similar internal representations.

In order to examine if BAR 2 actually develops similar representations for neighbour words,
a hierarchical clustering technique is used to compare different patterns of activation in the
hidden layer. Cluster analysis is an exploratory tool which is often used to discover patterns of
similarity. This method starts with the calculation of the distances of each individual object to
all other objects. Groups are then formed by a process of agglomeration. All objects start by
being alone in groups of one. Close groups are then gradually merged until finally all objects
are in a single group. This analysis uses a set of 4711 words containing 2805 Dutch words and
1906 English words. Both English and Dutch words are included to see if the network really
developed a bilingual lexicon. The following examples are selected from the results of the cluster
analysis. They merely serve to illustrate different features of the neighbour effect.

Location independent representations

According to their absolute temporal position, the words in the pairs (iemand, niemand) and
(elimineren, feliciteren) are completely different words and they would not be recognized as be
ing cognates although they look similar at first.
i e mandimAnt
n i e man d n i mAn t

eli min ere n
f eli cit ere n

eli min e r@
f eli sit e r@

BAR 2 uses a template which codes a five syllabic structure. This establishes a shift invariant
representation. The syllabic representation of the words in BAR 2 clearly shows their similarity
in the input/output representation. These words are joined during cluster analysis which shows
that they also have similar internal representations.

eeevv eeevv eeevv eeevv eeevv eee eeevv eeevv eeevv eeevv eeevv eee
ie m a nd i m A nt

n ie m a nd n i m A nt

e 1 i m i n e r e n e 1 i m i n e r @

f e 1 i c i t e r e n f e 1 i s i t e r @

Between-language neighbour effect

Using a large number of LSU's to prevent Catastrophic Interference would probably disturb
the between-language neighbour effect. BAR 2 only uses two units which do not disturb the
neighbour effect between languages. This is illustrated by the fact that similar words of different
languages are also joined during cluster analysis.
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Table 4.5: A verage reaction times and Euclidean distances for neighbours and non-neighbours.
Experiment 1 Reaction time Std. dev. Euclid. distance Std. dev.

[msec.] [msec.] [x10-4] [x10-4 ]

Neighbours 535.6 41.9 250.6 49.1
Non-neighbours 514.3 35.9 386.3 32.4

Experiment 2 Reaction time Std. dev'l Euclid. distance Std. dev.
[msec.] [msec.] [x 10-4 ] [x 10-4]

Neighbours 555.7 22.4 I 246.8 49.8
Non-neighbours 557.4 31.9 I 370.9 36.0

eeevv eeevv eeevv eeevv eeevv eee
i nd u strie e 1
i nd u stria 1

eeevv eeevv eeevv eeevv eeevv eee
I nd} stri j ee 1
I nd V str7 1

(4.3)

4.4.3 Comparison with experimental data

Cluster analysis shows that BAR 2 is capable of simulating the neighbour effect, both within
and between languages. As cluster analysis is only an exploratory tool, comparing the net
work performance with experimental data requires a more accurate measure for determining
the similarity between words. Somers [27] compared cluster distances with reaction times to
measure the neighbour effect. However, the cluster distance is not the same as the real distance
between two words. In this experiment we use the Euclidean distance between vectors. Here
each word is represented by an N H-dimensional vector with values between 0 and 1. With j.L =
(hi, hj, ... , hi-.H) and v = (hI' h'2, ... , h'NH) the distance between j.L and v becomes

NH

d(j.L, v) = 2)hj' - hj)2
j=1

If we want to compare these results with other simulations using a different number of hidden
units it is neccesary to use the normalized euclidean distance:

d = d(j.L, v)
NH

(4.4)

The normalized Euclidean distances between words are compared with data from between
language priming experiments. See Appendix B for a full table of experimental data. In these
experiments both neighbours and non-neighbours are used. According to the hypothesis, neigh
bour words facilitate each other and this results in shorter reaction times. In experiment 1,
primes were English words and targets were Dutch words. In experiment 2 primes were Dutch
words and targets were English words. Table 4.5 shows that the neighbour effect did not occur
in both experiments. The mean reaction times for neighbours and non-neighbours, within ex
periments, are nearly equal. In both experiments, the Euclidean distances for non-neighbours
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are ca. 50 % higher than for neighbours. This means that BAR 2 correctly simulated the
between-language neighbour effect.

4.5 Discussion

The Bilingual Access Representations model has proven to be able to develop a bilingual lexicon.
By applying the random rehearsal training algorithm, the effects of catastrophic interference were
greatly reduced resulting in a nearly perfect error score for both Dutch and English words. In
fact, during bilingual training the error scores on Dutch words even further reduced. BAR 2
also exhibits the frequency effect, caused by the different numbers of presentations for different
words. After bilingual training all high-frequency words are represented correctly whereas for
low-frequency words, the error scores are 1.1 % for Dutch words and 6.0 % for English words.

BAR 2 is not as suitable for representing words of variable lengths. The word length effect
shows that the percentage of incorrect words for the greater part is caused by longer words.
Furthermore, the use of a fixed length template imposes a limit on the length of words. If
a natural language model is to represent words of different length, it should use comparable
representations for words that are of variable length.

BAR 2 is able to generalize to unseen words which shows that during training the network
has used very much of the data's redundancy. It has used the redundancy to develop more
efficient internal representations and discover grammatical rules about the structure of Dutch
and English words. However, the network did not use the data's redundancy to the full extent;
it still 'recognized' 35 % of the set of non words. If the network had learned correctly the rules
of language, it would probably not have recognized so many non words. Possibly the network
contained too many hidden units. Using fewer hidden units forces the network even more to
infer grammatical rules but at the same time the network has more difficulty finding a correct
representation for the words in the training sets.

This problem is closely related to the temporal structure within words. The probability of
occurrence of a letter largely depends on the preceding letter(s). For example; the second letter
of a 6-letter word does not depend on the last letter of the word. BAR 2 is implemented using
a fully connected network; each input unit is connected to each hidden unit so each letter,
regardless its position, contributes equally to the development of hidden representations. This
would explain why BAR 2 has difficulty discovering the temporal structure within words.

Cluster analysis of the internal representations shows that BAR 2 does exhibit the neighbour
effect and builds location independent representations. This effect is demonstrated after running
BAR 2 by computing the Euclidean distances for neighbours and non-neighbours on the basis of
their internal representations. However the reaction times measured in the priming experiments
with bilinguals do not correlate with these distances. Apparently the neighbour effect did not
appear in these experiments. Other data from word recognition experiments indicates that
reaction times depend on positional letter frequencies [1], [12]. BAR 2 is not capable to reflect
these dependencies.

Summarizing, BAR 2 builds similar representations for similar words and thus supports the
neighbour effect. However, BAR 2 uses a fixed length template for representing words of different
lengths. This results in relatively high error scores for long words. To cope with this word length
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effect a model should be used that does not pose a limit on the word length and processes a
word sequentially.

It was decided to do an explorative study on a recurrent neural network model that uses sequen
tial input and thus should allow the proper processing of words of different lengths. This study
however, is not meant to develop a new language model, it merely should generate insight into
the possibilities of using recurrent neural networks for language modelling purposes.



Chapter 5

Probabilistic dependency model

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter it was described how the Lexical Representations Model could account for
the neighbour effect. However, this model is not able to proces a word sequentially and thus is not
very suitable for representing words of different lengths. This chapter describes an explorative
study on the possibilities of a recurrent neural network for modelling the representations of
words of different lengths. It was beyond the scope of this project to fully develop and test a
model for large vocabularies. Therefore it was decided to study the performance of the recurrent
network with respect to three important parameters: network size, learning speed and training
set size.

Explicit representations of temporal sequences require the transformation of the temporal dimen
sion into a spatial dimension across input units. In BAR 2, the spatial dimension was projected
onto a fixed length template. This approach offered the possibility to study the development of
internal representations.

The development of temporal representations in turn is based on the statistical properties of lan
guage [21]. A model that takes these into account is the Probabilistic Dependency Model which
is implemented using Elman's Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) [5]. This network operates by
predicting a symbol given its left context.

5.2 Analysis and design

The lexical representations model used a coding scheme for orthography and phonology for both
input and output. The probabilistic dependency model uses a different interpretation of input
and output activations. This interpretation is reflected by the coding scheme. This section
describes the coding scheme and its interpretation as a probability distribution.

5.2.1 Coding scheme

In general the coding scheme greatly determines the behavior of the model. BAR 2 used a coding
scheme based on articulatory features. This was necessary to account for similarity effects within

29
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and between languages. The probabilistic dependency model is not primarily concerned with
articulatory features; instead it calculates next-character probabilities. To simplify matters,
the PDM is only concerned with word orthography because it uses only 26 different characters
whereas a phonological representation would require 71 different phonemes. Furthermore, the
average reader is more familiar with reading orthography than phonology. Finally, the PDM
models the temporal structure in word orthography. It is expected that a similar temporal
structure holds for word phonology.

This approach requires a different coding scheme since the output activations now have to
correspond to a certain probability distribution where higher activations correspond to higher
probabilities. In this case a local representation of the alphabet is adopted. Here every unit
represents one of the possible letters of the grammar. Two additional units are used to represent
the beginning and end of the strings. The following describes how this coding scheme allows a
probabilistic interpretation of the activations of the output units.

The prediction task is non deterministic by nature which means that each input pattern (current
character) has multiple corresponding output patterns (next character). In this case the number
of possible output patterns is equal to the number of output units. The ith possible successor
has probability of occurrence Pi with 0 :S Pi :S 1 and l::i Pi = 1 . The target pattern for the ith
successor is defined by:

{
1 j = i

tj = 0 j f- i

Now it is possible to define the following error measure:

(5.1)

E[O] ~ L (Pi(~(tj - OJ)2))
t J

~ ~ (PiC~.OJ + (1- Oi)2)) with LPi = 1
t J,Jrt

(5.2)

Considering (5.2) as a function of variable Oi, this is a differentiable, quadratic function. To
minimize the error, the derivative of (5.2) with respect to Oi :

(5.3)

must be 0:
-Pi(1 - Oi) + L PjOi = 0 ¢:>

j,ji=i
(pi + L Pj)Oi = Pi

j,ji=i

(5.4)

This shows that the network minimizes the error by activating each output unit as closely as
possible to its probability of occurrence. It is now possible to define the observed probability qi:

(5.5)
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Figure 5.1 shows a graphical representation of the surface produced by the 2-dimensional error
function of two output units, each having a probability of occurence 0.5 . The error is minimized
when both activations are 0.5 .

Figure 5.1: Error surface for 2 output units

5.2.2 Target outputs

The sigmoid function g(x) saturates at both 0 and 1. Saturation during training may cause
weights to become extremely large. To help avoid saturating the sigmoid function, target outputs
are 8 and (1- 8) with 0 < 8 < 0.5 . However, this requires a different interpretation of the output
activations. According to equation (5.4) a probability of 0 ideally corresponds to an output
activation O. Using target outputs 8 and (1 - 8) means that zero-probability now corresponds
to an output activation 8 and one-probability corresponds to an output activation (1 - 8). Thus
it is necessary to convert the output activations. The activation function is symmetrical with
respect to 0.5 . Values of Oi below 0.5 have to be "pulled down" toward zero and values of Oi
above 0.5 have to be "pushed up" towards 1.

O~ = O· 8 Oi - 0.5
l l + (1 _ 8) - 0.5 (5.6)

Oi are output activations directly calculated by the network without correction and of are
output activations after conversion according to (5.6). If Oi = 1 - 8, the fraction behind 8
equals 1 and of becomes 1. On the other hand, if Oi = 8, the fraction becomes -1 and of
becomes O. Instead of using (5.5) the observed probability is now calculated with:

0 8
l

qi = ". O~
L..Jl l

(5.7)

Figure 5.2 shows an example of the correction of the output activation; the dashed line corres
ponds to the original output activation. Correction takes place by taking a point on the dashed
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line and going vertically to the straight line. The straight line then corresponds to the values
for calculating output probabilities when 8 = 0.1 .
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Figure 5.2: Correction of output activation.

5.2.3 Definition of network performance measure

Normally, the performance is measured by computing the Mean Squared Error between the
output vector and target vector. In this case the target vector contains the true prediction
of the next character whereas the output vector contains a probability for the next character
in some context. Due to the non-deterministic nature of the prediction task it is not feasible
to measure network performance using the Mean Squared Error. Therefore a more reliable
performance measure is obtained by comparing the observed probabilities qi with the predicted
probabilities Pi.

A scatter diagram with the values of qi plotted against the values of Pi shows how these variables
are related. Ideally, for every letter holds: qi = Pi. In this case, the scatter diagram will show
a straight line through every pair (pi, qi. As the output activations are activated proportionally
to the predicted probabilities, a linear relation:

qi = b· Pi (5.8)

is expected to be observed. Therefore the value of b will be taken as a measure of performance;
if b is close to 1, the network appears to have learned the statistical regularities. The value
of b corresponds to the slope of the line that can be drawn through the cloud of points in the
scatter diagram using the least squares method. However, it is important to note that this value
only has meaning if the points in the scatter diagram are correlated. If b ~ 1 but the points
are scattered all over the diagram, it is not possible to draw any conclusion with respect to the
performance. Therefore, the correlation coefficient rqp is calculated to show the reliability of b.

If r qp is low, b is not reliable and should not be used for analysis. This means that the correlation
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coefficient also is a measure of performance; if multiple values of band rqp are available, the
value of b with highest rqp should be used.

Off-line evaluation of the network's performance at some stage during training now requires the
following steps:

1. do a forward sweep on training set and store the output activation patterns

2. compute qi for every actual next letter using (5.7)

3. compute band rqp using regression and correlation analysis

On-line evaluation of the MSE, by observing the learning curve, yields insight in the progress
during training. If the learning curve shows no significant decrease or runs steadily, it appears
that the network has reached the minimum error.

5.2.4 Architecture

From the description of the coding scheme it follows that the number of input/output units is
equal to the number of possible letters in the grammar. Again it is not possible to analytically
derive the number of hidden units. It is not even possible to use principal component analysis
to calculate an accountable estimation for the number of hidden units. This is caused by the
fact that the probabilistic dependency model does not develop efficient representations of words,
like in BAR 2.

In the experiments described in the following sections, the number of hidden/context units
varies, depending on the problem.

5.3 Reber grammar

Reber investigated the implicit learning of artificial grammars [19]. In his experiments he used
grammatical stimulus items which were generated through a finite-state language. This language
was constructed with the five letters {T,P,S,X,V} as the vocabulary and a set ofrules of sentence
construction as the grammar. The grammar rules are characterized as a stochastic process in
which a transition from one state to another produces a letter. This process is illustrated by
the Finite State Automaton (FSA) in figure 5.3.

Each sequence starts with the letter 'B' and ends with the letter 'E' to indicate the beginning and
end of a sequence. This FSA has 6 states, 8 1 to 8 6 , The transitions between states are indicated
by arrows and are labeled with their corresponding letter and probability of occurrence. With
this FSA it is possible to generate sequences like:

BTXSE
BTSSXSE
BTSSSXXVVE
BTSSSXXTTTVVE

BPVVE
BPTTTVVE
BPTTTTVPSE
BPTTTVPXTTTVVE

The recurrent network is expected to copy the behavior of the FSA by assigning the following
functions to each set of units:
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Figure 5.3: Finite State Automaton definition of the Reber grammar.

• Input units: current letter

• Context units: representation of the current state

• Hidden units: representation of the next state

• Output units: distribution of transition probabilities from next state

In this experiment the network is trained to recognize sequences produced by the FSA in figure
5.3. Performance is evaluated for different training set sizes; a relatively small training set does
not reflect all statistical regularities of the FSA. A large training set contains many different
sequences and thus is more representative for the behavior of the FSA. Ideally, the network is
trained to represent the infinite behavior of the grammar with a finite number of exemplars. In
this case, the observed probabilities qi are equal to the transition probabilities defined in the
FSA.

5.3.1 Implementation

The Reber-grammar uses 7 different letters, including 'B' and 'E', so the number of input and
output units is also 7. Similar experiments using the Reber-grammar by Elman [5] and Castano
[2] used a recurrent network with 20 hidden/context units. On the basis of these experiments
it was decided to use 20 hidden/context units also. Values for learning rate and momentum are
0.05 and 0.5 respectively.

5.3.2 Training

Each training set contains multiple sequences. The sequences are generated randomly with a
program that simulates the behaviour of the FSA for the Reber-grammar. A string of n letters,
including 'B' and 'E', is coded as a series of n - 1 training patterns. Training consisted of the
presentation of a set of sequences for 1000 epochs. The network is constantly trained to predict
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7 Output units

7 Input units

Figure 5.4: Network architecture of probabilistic dependency model for the Reber-grammar.

the next symbol in the sequence from the current symbol in the sequence. For example, the
string BTSSXSE has an input/target relation as shown in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Input/target symbols for the string BTSSXSE
input target

symbol symbol

B T
T S
S S
S X
X S
S E

This example illustrates the non-determinism in the prediction task: in this sequence the input
symbol'S' has three different target symbols. To ensure that the network does not carryover
the context of the last element of the previous sequence to the next sequence, the context units
are reset at the beginning of each new sequence. So the input symbol 'B' always has the same
context.

5.3.3 Results and analysis

In this paragraph the results after training are described and analyzed. The network has been
trained using different training sets. Figure 5.5 shows the learning curves for three different sets.

Since the coding scheme uses sparse vectors the network quickly reduces error by turning almost
all output units off. Figure 5.5 also shows that the network does not reach an MSE of O. This is
caused by the non-deterministic behavior of the FSA. Figure 5.5 clearly shows that the network
for 100 and 1000 strings has reached a steady error level at ca. 0.23 whereas the learning curve
for 10 training strings is still decreasing. The learning curves however are only used to detect
a significant decrease of the MSE, they do not reflect the performance of the network. The
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Figure 5.5: Learning c'urves d'uring training on the Reber-grammar.

performance is measured by testing the network with the training set and comparing the output
activations with the transition probabilities. These results are listed in Table 5.2 .

Table 5.2: Slope b and correlation rqp for different training sets after 1000 epochs.

Number of
strings b rqp

10 0.75 0.76
50 0.87 0.94
100 0.93 0.94
500 0.95 0.97
1000 0.96 0.98

Training the network with 1000 strings yields the best performance. This is indicated by the
highest values for band rqp' This table also shows that the learning curve indeed does not reflect
true performance; the network trained with 10 strings has the lowest MSE after 1000 epochs
but this network also shows the lowest correlation with the transition probabilities.

Clearly it is very important to account for the training set size.

Other experiments by Ghosh (1992) have shown that the network develops path information [6].
This means that the network develops internal representations that correspond to a representa
tion of the path by which the patterns has reached a particular state in the FSA. Development of
path information is necessary for the recognition of context sensitive grammars. It took careful
cluster analysis of internal representations to prove the development of path information. It is
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the aim of the next experiment to discover and quantify the development of path information
in a more simple manner by analyzing the output activations.

5.4 Natural grammar

Natural grammars are context sensitive. These contextual dependencies are regularly expressed
using n-gram models. These models encode information about the ordering of symbols within a
sequence by computing the probability of each symbol given its left context. The required prob
ability distributions are determined from the analysis of large quantities of naturally occurring
words.

This section describes how recurrent networks learn the statistical regularities of the Dutch
language. The Reber-grammar used an FSA to describe the underlying statistical regularit
ies. It is not sensible to think of an FSA for the Dutch language, or for any other language.
However, if we want to measure the performance in learning a natural grammar, it is necessary
to mathematically describe contextual dependencies.

Let a sequence of n letters be denoted by L n and the i-th letter in that sequence be denoted by
li so that the following identity is true:

If n is relatively small, L n is called a word. In these experiments, the network is trained to
predict the next letter, li from the preceeding letters, Li- I = It, 12,'" ,li-I' by forming an
estimate of the conditional probability P(lillt, 12,'" ,li-I).

n-gram modelling assumes that the probability of each symbol is conditioned by its past histories
alone. This means that:

P(Ln) P(lt)P(l2Ilt)··· P(lnllt, 12,"', In-I)
n

= II P(lillt, 12, ... ,li-I)
i=I

(5.9)

For example, 3-gram language modelling assumes that the past history of only the previous two
symbols is sufficient to capture most dependencies. This approach uses the following approxim
ation:

n

P(Ln) ~ II P(lil li-2, li-I)
i=I

(5.10)

The lexical representations model, as described in the previous chapter, is forced to develop
efficient representations by exploiting the data's redundancy that is inherent in natural gram
mars. In temporal representations, redundancy is closely related to perplexity. Here, perplexity
is defined as the number of possible letters given its left context. Consider the number of possible
first letters of an arbitrary Dutch word; in general this would be 26. The number of possible
second letters however largely depends on the first letter. For example, in Dutch the first let
ter 'n' will never be followed by the second letters {b,c,d,f,g,h,j,k,l,m,n,p,q,r,s,t,v,w,x,y,z}. The
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perplexity for the second letter, given the first letter 'n' is not 26, it is 5. Mathematically this
effect of reduced perplexity is expressed by decreasing conditional probabilities for less favorite
successors and increasing conditional probabilities for favorite successors.

The probabilistic dependency model differs from the lexical representations model in that it is
not forced to discover the data's redundancy. Moreover, the probabilistic dependency model
uses the data's redundancy to minimize the error. Therefore there are no maximum constraints
on the size of the hidden/context layer as these layers are used to develop representations of the
past history of a letter. If more units are used the network is expected to be able to develop
more complex representations of contextual dependencies.

The recurrent network is able to learn contextual dependencies by assigning the following func
tions to each set of units:

• Input units: current letter, li-l

• Context units: representation of the left context of the current letter, h, 12, ... ,li-2

• Hidden units: representation of the current letter plus its left context, 11,12, ... , 1i-2, 1i-I

• Output units: probability distribution for the next letter given its left context,
P(lilh,12, ... ,zi-d

To investigate the behavior of the recurrent network under different conditions, three experi
ments are conducted. Each of these experiments focusses on a different aspect of learning a
natural grammar.

5.4.1 Implementation

The Dutch grammar uses 26 different letters, 'A' to 'Z'. This vocabulary is supplemented with the
symbols '<' and '>' to indicate the beginning and end of a word. This results in 28 input/output
units. The number of hidden/context units depends on the experiment and will be discussed in
every experiment.

28 Input units

Figure 5.6: Network architecture of probabilistic dependency model for a Dutch grammar.
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5.4.2 Training

The training set in each experiment consisted of Dutch words, selected from the CELEX CD
ROM on the basis of word length and word frequency. Experiment 1 and 2 use a set of 217
high frequency words with a length between 3 and 14 letters. Experiment 3 uses a training set
of 2491 words, also with length between 3 and 14 letters. The training procedure basically is
te same as for the Reber-grammar. During training the network is trained to predict the next
letter from the current letter, see table 5.3. However, this experiment uses a larger vocabulary
of 28 characters and a more complex grammar. Therefore, training in experiment 1 uses smaller
learning parameters: TJ = 0.03 and a = 0.5.

Table 5.3: Input/target symbols for the word 'voorbeeld '.
input target

symbol symbol

< v
v 0

0 0

0 r
r b
b e
e e
e I
I d
d >

5.4.3 Results and analysis

This paragraph describes three experiments which investigate the influence of network size,
learning speed and training set size.

Experiment 1: Influence of the number of hidden/context units on contextual dependencies.

This experiment is meant to measure the influence of the network size on the development of
temporal representations. A larger set of hidden/context units allows the network to develop
more complex representations. It is expected that the complexity of internal representations
is expressed by longer contextual dependencies. This is measured by comparing the output
activations of a network with 2-gram, 3-gram and 4-gram dependencies.

Because a large corpus would require too much computation time, a relatively small training set
was used to train the networks. This set was obtained from the CELEX CD-ROM and contained
217 high frequency words with length between 3 and 10 characters.

In this experiment, 3 different networks, with 25, 50 and 100 hidden/context units, were eval
uated. Each network was trained for 2000 epochs on the same corpus. Figure 5.7 displays
the course of the MSE during training for each network. This figure shows that each network
converges to a different minimum error.
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Figure 5.7: Learning curves for different numbers of hidden/context units.

A network with more hidden/context units converges to a lower MSE. In this case a lower MSE
corresponds to a longer contextual dependency. This is expressed by the correlation coefficients
in table 5.4. This table shows that the output activations of the network with 25 hidden/context
units match best with 2-gram dependencies. On the other hand, the networks with 50 and 100
hidden/context units have higher correlation with 3-gram and 4-gram dependencies.

Table 5.4: Slope and correlation coefficient for different numbers of hidden units after 2000
epochs.

Number of 2-gram 3-gram 4-gram
hidden units b rqp b rqp b rqp

25 0.67 0.79 0.43 0.70 0.35 0.62
50 0.66 0.74 0.56 0.84 0.54 0.86
100 0.69 0.67 0.64 0.85 0.67 0.93

A lower MSE is caused by a reduced perplexity which is inherent in 4-gram dependencies. See
appendix C for a derivation on how MSE depends on perplexity.

The results of this experiment indicate that a network with more hidden units is better capable
of learning long term contextual dependencies. However, this experiment uses a relatively small
training set of 217 high frequency words which are not representative for the Dutch language.
If the network has to be able to generalize to unseen words it has to be trained with a larger
corpus. This however takes a lot of computational time so it is necessary to investigate the
possibility to increase the speed of convergence.

Experiment 2: Influence of variable learning speed on convergence

Experiment 1 showed that the network with 100 hidden/context units performed well in learning
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4-gram dependencies. In experiment 2 the same network was used, however this time, a learning
schedule with variable learning speed was applied. In this strategy, training starts with a high
learning speed of 0.5 until the learning curve flattens out or becomes instable. Next the learning
rate is progressively decreased until the performance does not significantly increase anymore.
This strategy is based on the assumption that learning starts by quickly turning all output
activations off, during this phase it is not necessary to use a small learning rate since the
network is roughly adjusting its weights and output activations. Next, training is continued
by slowly changing the weights to obtain output activations that correspond with the proper
probablity distribution.
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Figure 5.8: Learning curves for fixed and variable learning speed

Figure 5.8 shows the effect of applying the learning rate schedule. Clearly the network learns
much faster than the network with constant learning speed. The learning curve remains stable
until an MSE of 0.25 has been reached. At this moment the learning is reduced to 0.375 which
is indicated by a small fluctuation. After 1000 epochs the network has reached the minimum
level for MSE but the values for band rqp are still increasing. After 2000 epochs the network
has reached a high correlation with 4-gram dependencies:

b 0.76

rqp 0.95

Both slope and correlation coefficient are higher than the corresponding values in table 5.4. This
experiment shows that it is possible to achieve similar but better performance in less epochs
using a variable learning speed. However it requires on-line evaluation of MSE to detect in
stabilities in the learning curve.

Experiment 3: Influence of training set size on contextual dependencies

In a large corpus even 4-gram dependencies have high perplexity. This means that the network
will have more difficulty learning 4-gram dependencies. To compare the performance with the
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set of 217 words, the same network with 100 hidden/context units is used. Figure 5.9 shows the
learning curve during training with a set of 2491 words with length between 3 and 14 letters.
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Figure 5.9: Learning curve for large corpus.

The dotted line in figure 5.9 shows the learning curve for the network trained with 217 words.
This curve is still descending whereas the other curve shows almost no decrease in MSE. In
this case however it is not allowed to compare the MSE of both learning curves with respect to
performance because one learning curve is based on a small training set whereas the other is
based on a large training set. In this case the large corpus still has high perplexity for 4-gram
dependencies. Therefore it is still necessary to measure the performance according to band rqp'

Table 5.5: Slope and correlation coefficient for the training set and for the set of high frequency
words

n-gram Training set High frequency
b rqp b rqp

2 0.99 0.71 1.09 0.76
3 0.67 0.77 0.78 0.82
4 0.45 0.66 0.50 0.72

Table 5.5 shows how the output activations of the network correlate with 2-, 3- and 4-gram
dependencies. This table shows that the network is not able to learn long contextual depend
encies. band rqp for 4-gram dependencies are lower than the corresponding values measured
in experiment 2. However, this network is still able to learn 2-gram and 3-gram dependencies
which is indicated by the rather high values for the corresponding band rqp •

Table 5.5 also shows that this network exhibits the frequency effect. When the network is
tested on the high frequency words from experiments 1 and 2 the output activations have higher
correlation with the probability distributions of the training set. Clearly the high frequency
words are more representative for letter frequencies in the Dutch language.
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5.5 Discussion

The experiments on the Reber-grammar showed that it is important to recognize the importance
of the training set. The data in the training set have to be representative for the underlying
grammar rules. If the network is trained with too small a training set, it is learning a different
grammar which does not correspond with the actual grammar to be learnt. Since the Reber
grammar has an infinite behavior, a large training set is more statistically reliable then a small
one.

On-line evaluation of the MSE provides valuable insight in the learning behavior of the network.
The absolute value of MSE however does not give information on the performance of the network.
Performance of the network should be measured off-line when the learning curve runs shows no
significant decrease.

There seems to be a relation between the number of hidden/context units and the path inform
ation developed by the network. The network with 100 hidden/context units has the highest
correlation with 4-gram dependencies. A larger set of context units means that the network is
better able to develop complex internal representations that capture contextual dependencies or
in other words: the network is 'too good' to learn 2-gram and 3-gram dependencies.

Although literature [6] suggests the use of a small learning parameter, experiment 2 shows that
it is possible to use a large learning speed in a learning schedule. However, this requires close
analysis of the MSE; if the learning curve becomes instable the learning parameter must be
decreased. This process can be compared with tuning: first the network roughly searches for a
mimimum error by learning simple dependencies with low perplexity. Then the network uses a
smaller learning speed to adjust the output activations according to high perplexity probability
distributions.

A large training set has high perplexity even for 4-gram dependencies. The network with 100
hidden/context units has not enough representational power to learn those complex contextual
dependencies. Best performance is now achieved in learning 2-gram and 3-gram dependencies.
Experiment 3 also illustrates the frequency effect. Apparently a greater part of the training set
consists of words that are similar to the high frequency words so the network is better trained
on the patterns that exist within these words.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations

6.1 Lexical Representations Model

Language modelling with an MLP is based on using the redundancy which is inherent in natural
language. Principal component analysis has proven to be useful in determining the amount of
redundancy and dimensioning the hidden layer.

The simulations show that the LRM does exhibit the word frequency effect; after 1000 epochs
the high frequency words have a significantly lower error score than the low frequency words.
However the error scores according to word length indicate that the LRM is not suitable for
representing words of different length. This is caused by the fact that temporal order within
words is represented in a fixed spatial framework.

The LRM does exhibit the neighbour effect; the Euclidean distances for neighbours are signific
antly smaller than for non-neighbours. However, these differences are not found in the reaction
times of the priming experiments.

6.2 Probabilistic Dependency Model

The experiment with the Reber-grammar showed that the MSE should not be used as a measure
for performance. True performance is measured by calculating the correlation between the
output activations and the n-gram dependencies.

This experiment also showed the importance of a representative training set. If the network is
to learn some underlying probabilistic grammar, the data in the training set should be repres
entative for the grammar. In the case of the Reber-grammar a training set of ca. 1000 words
suffices. On the other hand, it is not possible to determine how many words are representative
for the Dutch grammar, if there is one. However, if the network is trained with a large training
set of ca. 10.000 words it should be able to generalize to unseen words.

The PDM has proven to be capable of capturing contextual dependencies in natural language.
A simple method has been proposed to measure the performance of the network, simply by
analyzing the output activations and comparing them with n-gram dependencies. With this
method it is not necessary to perform a cluster analysis on hidden unit activations. Especially
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when a large set of hidden units is applied this method may serve to be usefull when analyzing
contextual dependencies.

A recurrent network with relatively more hidden/context units is better able to learn long term
dependencies. If the number of hidden/context units is small, the network forms representations
with short contextual dependencies. Increasing the number of context units gives the network
more representational power to develop longer contextual dependencies.

A learning schedule with decreasing learning rate has proven to give equal or better results in
less time. This might be important for future research with a large corpus of ca. 10.000 words
since increasing the vocabulary and network size requires much computational time. In this
experiment the learning rate was adjusted manually after observing the learning curve. A more
elegant solution would be an adaptive learning rate, autonomously adjusting its value on the
basis of performance analysis. However, the development of such an algorithm was beyond the
scope of this project.

It is important to recognize the relation between vocabulary size and contextual dependencies. A
large vocabulary has high perplexity, even for 4-gram dependencies whereas a small vocabulary
has a reduced perplexity for 4-grams. The recurrent network has difficulty learning probability
distributions with long left context and high perplexity. This results in the learning of 4-gram
dependencies for small vocabularies and 2-gram dependencies for large vocabularies.

6.3 Recommendations

Since recurrent networks are able to implicitly represent time and form contextual dependencies,
the idea of a recurrent network may usefully serve as a realistic model for priming experiments.
In these experiments, the prime serves as 'left' context for the target. Using an associative
network with two sets of input units, the internal representation of the prime pattern is stored
in the 'context' units and the target pattern is offered directly to the 'input' units.

Simulation of a priming experiment in this manner would consist of three phases:

1. Training an auto associative network exactly as the LRM in chapter 4. During this phase
the network builds the internal representations of every word in the training set. During
this phase, the network builds context-free internal representations, repl(input), of input
patterns.

2. Training an associative network with two sets of input units:

• input: representation of a word

• context: internal representation of the same word (from phase 1)

This network is trained to copy the representation of a word in the first set of input
units to the output units. The second set of input units serves as a disturbance (context)
to the actual input. During this phase the network builds context-dependent internal
representations rep2 (input, context) with context = repl (input) of input/context pairs.

3. Testing an associative network with:

• input: representation of a target
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• context: internal representation of a prime

The neighbour effect can now be measured by calculating the euclidean distance between the
internal representation from phase 2:

and the internal representation:

rep2(target, repl (prime))

from phase 3.

The PDM in chapter 5 has been trained on backward dependencies only; the prediction for a
next letter only depends on its left context. If the prediction is to depend on both its left and
right context, the network should be trained on forward dependencies also.

The experiments described in chapter 5 show that there is a relation between network size,
perplexity and learned contextual dependencies. Future research and quantitative analysis of
these relations should gain insight in these relations and allow a better dimensioning of neural
networks.



Terminology

Back propagation: Training algorithm for neural networks

BAR : Bilingual Access Representations model.

CI : Catastrophic Interference

FSA : Finite State Automaton

IPO : Institute for Perception Research

LRM : Lexical Representations Model

MSE: Mean Squared Error

MLP : Multi Layer Perceptron

n-gram : string of n characters

n-gram probability: Occurrence probability of a symbol given its n - 1 left
symbols.

PDM : Probabilistic Dependency Model

SRN : Simple Recurrent Network
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Appendix A

Coding schemes for Lexical
Representations Model

The first column distinguishes between a consonant and a vowel, consonants have 0 and vowels
have 1. This column is not applied in the actual coding of characters and phonemes but is only
used by the program for the coding of the words.

Coding for orthography

Consonants Vowels
b 000001 a 100 1
c 000010 e 1 0 1 0
d 00001 1 101 1
f 000100 0 1 100
g 00010 1 u 1 101
h 000 1 1 0 y 1 1 1 0

J 000111
k 001000
I 001001
m o0 1 0 1 0
n 00101 1
p 001 100
q 00110 1
r 001110
s 00111 1
t 010000
v o 1 000 1
w 010010
x o 1 001 1
z o 1 0 1 0 0

o 1 010 1
o 1 0 1 1 0
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Coding for phonology

Consonants Vowels
p 0010000000 I 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
b 0110000000 E 101 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
t 0001000000 { 101 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
d 0101000000 A 1001000000
k 0000010000 Q 110 1 1 0 1 000
x 0000010001 V 1000000001
g 0100010000 $ 1 100 1 0 1 000
N o1 000 1 1 000 U 1 100 1 0 1 001
m o1 100 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 100 1 0 1 0 1 0
F o1 100 0 100 1 } 1 000 1 0 1 000
n 0101001000 @ 1000100000
H 010 1 001 001 3 1 000 1 0 0 0 0 1
I 010 1 100 1 0 0 1 0 100 101 0 0
r 010 1 1 001 0 1 1 0 100 101 0 1
P o1 0 1 100 1 1 0 # 100 1 000 1 0 0
R o1 0 1 100 1 1 1 a 100 1 000 1 0 1
f 0010000100 u 1 100 0 1 1 100
v o1 1 0 0 0 0 100 y 1 000 0 1 1 1 0 0
T 0001000100 ( 1 000 0 1 1 1 0 1
D 010 1 000 1 0 0 ) 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
s 0000100100 < 1 100 1 0 1 100
z o0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 100 1 0 1 101
S o1 001 0 0 1 0 0 e 1 0 1 0 1 001 0 0
Z o1 0 0 100 1 0 1 1 000 101 100
j 0100000100 * 1 000 1 0 1 1 0 1
G o1 000 1 0 1 0 0
h 0000000100
w o1 100 1 0 1 0 0
J 0000100000

o1 001 100 0 0
C 0101101000
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Example

To clarify the coding scheme, this example shows the coding of the Dutch word "voorbeeld". If
the data file contains the line: "voorbeeld,vorbelt,229", the pattern file will contain the input
pattern:

0.66269voorbeeld 1 0 0

OrthogTaphical part

C=v 1 000 1
C 00000
C 00000

V = 0 100
V = 0 100

C = r o1 1 1 0
C=b 0000 1
C 00000

V = e 010
V = e 010

C = I o100 1
C=d 00011
C 00000

V 000
V 000
C 00000
C 00000
C 00000
V 000
V 000
C 00000
C 00000
C 00000
V 000
V 000
C 00000
C 00000
C 00000
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Phonological part

C=v 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
C 000000000
C 000000000

V=o 100 1 0 1 101
V 000000000

C = r 101 100 1 0 1
C=b 1 1 0 0 0 0 000
C 000000000

V=e o1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
V 000000000

C = 1 101 100 1 0 0
C = t 001000000
C 000000000

V 000000000
V 000000000
C 000000000
C 000000000
C 000000000
V 000000000
V 000000000
C 000000000
C 000000000
C 000000000
V 000000000
V 000000000
C 000000000
C 000000000
C 000000000
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Reaction times and Euclidean
distances
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Table B.l: Experiment 1: Reaction times vs. Euclidean distances
Experiment 1 Primes Targets Mean Euclidean

[msec.] [x10-4j
reaction time distance

neighbours appeal appel 556.700 214
broad broer 516.778 252
hear haar 517.810 232
part hart 570.750 256
block klok 516.556 265
less mes 562.000 276
warm vorm 638.122 306
ball bal 557.911 196
brother broer 468.953 340
hair haar 490.100 239
heart hart 498.300 262
hell hel 551.263 137
form vorm 517.810 284

non neighbours money geld 470.000 404
joke grap 516.122 340
office kantoor 512.889 432
horse paard 491.900 333
mirror spiegel 488.778 370
shop winkel 514.900 431
fire bal 533.625 375
task broek 481.556 369
time broer 479.125 405
coat grap 605.556 366
boat haar 530.789 370
law mes 579.730 348
nature varken 501.600 412
king vorm 516.444 409
year winkel 491.750 431
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Table B.2: Experiment 2: Reaction times vs. Euclidean distances
Experiment 2 Primes Targets Mean Euclidean

[msec.] [xl0-4 ]

reaction time distance

neighbours hier hair 550.0 249
hert heart 563.4 242
heel hell 601.7 212
horde horse 581.7 242
mond money 583.3 306
hoop shop 533.3 252
bal ball 556.1 196
broer brother 524.3 340
vorm form 533.0 284
haar hair 546.1 239
hart heart 538.7 262
hel hell 557.2 137

non neighbours paard horse 542.7 333
grap joke 548.0 340
spiegel mirror 545.1 370
geld money 531.4 404
kantoor office 599.4 432
winkel shop 511.0 431
dik ball 588.3 310
tafel brother 568.3 374
muis form 599.7 346
£lets hair 535.9 379
mond heart 553.8 358
kat hell 559.4 320
prooi horse 539.9 342
koffie mirror 641.3 402
regen money 529.6 395
nVler office 529.6 410
nacht shop 553.3 359
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MSE as a function of perplexity

The following gives a derivation on how E[O] and thus the MSE depends on the probability
distribution cq. perplexity. Maximum perplexity is defined as a symmetrical probability distri
bution over n symbols, with each symbol having equal probability ~ of being active. Reduced
perplexity corresponds to an asymmetrical probability distribution which means that not all
probabilities have the same value.

In chapter 5 it was shown that E[O] minimizes for 0 = p. So if MSE = E[O], the lowerbound
for MSE is equal to E[p].

Emin[O] = E[p] = ~ L (Pi ( .~.PJ + (1- Pi)2))
1 ],]::f.l

(C.1)

If p is symmetrical; Psym = (PI, P2, ... ,Pn) with Vi: Pi = ~ = p. Equation (C.1) then reduces
to its maximum value:

E[Psym]
1
2"n(p(n - 1)p2 + p(l _ p)2)

= ~~(p( ~ _ 1)p2 + p(l _ p)2)
2p P
1 1 1
2"(l-p) = 2"(1-~) (C.2)

On the other hand, if P is asymmetrical; Pasym = (PI, ... ,Pl,··· ,Pm,··· ,Pn)

with

o< P, Pl, Pm < 1
Pl ~ P /\ Pm ~ P /\ Vi,i::f.l,m: Pi = P = ~
Pl + Pm = 2p

We now show that E[p] is maximized when P = Psym'

E[Pasym]
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(C.3)

The variation in E[Pasym] only depends on the variables PI and Pm. These variables produce
the error E* [Ph Pm]

It remains to show that:

(C.4)

maximizes when PI = Pm = p.

As PI and Pm are directly related according to: PI = 2p - Pm, equation (C.4) can be rewritten
as a I-dimensional function:

(2p - Pm) (p;" + (1 - (2p - Pm))2)) + Pm ((2p - Pm)2 + (1 - Pm)2))

4(p - I)p;" + 8p( -P + I)Pm + 2p(4p2
- 4p + 1) (C.S)

Since P < 1, this is a parabolic function with a global maximum. This maximum is reached
when

is equal to zero.

8E*
- = 8(p - I)Pm - 8p(p - 1)
8pm

(C.6)

8(p - I)Pm - 8p(p - 1) = 0
8p(p-I)

Pm = 8(p - 1) = P

And from PI + Pm = 2p it follows that PI = 2p - Pm = P

This shows that high perplexity causes a high MSE. On the other hand, when perplexity is 1, only
one symbol has probability 1 of being active. Suppose Vi,ji-I,m : Pi = 0, PI = 0 and Pm = 1.

Equation (C.4) becomes:
E*[pI,Pm] = 0(1 + 1) + 1(0 + 0) = 0

Since all Pi's are zero, this leads to the following conclusions:

• With maximum perplexity, E[p] = ~(I - ~) .

• With minimum perplexity, E[p] = O.
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Scatter diagrams
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Figure D.l: Scatter diagram for the Reber-grammar after 1000 epochs.
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Figure D.2: Scatter diagram (4-gram) for vocabulary of 217 words after 100 epochs.
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Software documentation

Introduction

In this project, simulation of language acquisition consists of 6 phases: data selection, coding,
training, testing, decoding and analysis. This appendix gives a description of the programs that
have been developed for each phase.

• Data selection
Select data, from a larger corpus, to be used for training and testing the network. This is
necessary because it is not possible to train the network on all possible words in a language.
Because of the redundancy in a language, the network should be able to generalize to
unseen words. Selection is based on user defined criteria.

• Coding of input data
Convert the data in the training set to binary valued patterns using a predefined coding
scheme. This form of pre-processing is necessary to enable the processing of input patterns
by the network.

• Training the network
Adjust the weights in the network according to the Back propagation algorithm, until a
certain error criterion has been reached or until a maximum number of epochs has been
reached.

• Testing the network
Test the network, with fixed weights, on patterns and save the output patterns in a log
file. During this phase there is no feedback.

• Decoding of output patterns
Convert the output patterns to allow proper analysis. During this form of post-processing
the output patterns are reduced to interpretable output data.

• Analysis of results
Compare the decoded output patterns with expected patterns to determine some measure
of performance.
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The LRM is tested on one domain only: the representation of a (bilingual) lexicon for natural
languages. The PDM is tested on two domains: an artificial grammar (Reber) and a natural
grammar (Dutch). This results in three different flow charts for simulation, each of which will
be described below.

Flow charts

Criteria

Training set

Coding scheme

Training panems

Learning r 1 MSE
Training

parameters l'-----__c--__~J

Network weights

Test patterns r
l Testing ]

Log file

Decoding

scheme

• r
I DecOding]

Decoded output

1 Error scores

J
Analysis

Desired output r
. l

'----- .J

Figure E.l: Flow chart for LRM

Programs:

Data selection: getcelexdutch and getcelexenglish
Coding of input data: genpattern
Training the network: bpll
Testing the network: bpJJ
Decoding of output patterns: logtobin and bintores
Analysis of results: analyse
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Coding scheme r
l Coding ]

Training patterns

Learning .[ Training
MSE

parameters

Network weights

Test patterns (
Testing ]l

Log file

Decoding

scheme
. r

l Decoding J

Output probabilities

FSA transition r 1 Correlation
• Analysis

probabilities L'--- ---IJ

Figure E.2: Flow chart for PDM with the Reber grammar

Programs:

Data selection : fsatoseq
Coding of input data: seqtopat
Training the network: bpll
Testing the network: bpll
Decoding of output patterns + analysis of results: analysis
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!Corpus

Criteria [
Data selection 1l

Training set

Coding scheme _r
Coding ]l

Training patterns

Learning r Training 1 MSE

l J
.

parameters

Network weights

Testpallerns r Testing 1l

Log file

Decoding ..r Decoding ]
scheme l

Correlationn-gram

probabilities

I Output probabilities

r---*--~
Analysis

Figure E.3: Flow chart for PDM with a Dutch grammar

Programs:

Data selection : getcelex
Coding of input data: seqtopat
Training the network: bp11
Testing the network: bp11
Decoding of output patterns + analysis of results: an2, an3, an4
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Program descriptions

The following gives a description of the programs that have been developed during this project.
Behind the program name, between brackets, the purpose (phase) of the program is mentioned.

Program:
Description :

In:

Out:

Program:
Description:

In:

Out:

Program:
Description:

In:
Out:

Program:
Description :

In:
Out:

analyse LRM (Analysis)
Compare decoded output of the Lexical Representations Model with de
sired output. Compute error scores with respect to orthography, phon
ology and both.
Results file containing decoded output patterns after testing and desired
output patterns
Error scores + files containing misspelled words, with respect to ortho
graphy, phonology and both.

analysis Reber (Analysis)
Compare decoded output of the Probabilistic Dependency Model,
trained on the Reber-grammar, with FSA transition probabilities.
File containing decoded output probabilities after testing
File containing FSA definitions
Correlation + slope coefficient.
File containing pairs of observed and predicted probabilities. This file
is used to plot the scatter diagram.

an2, an3, an4 NLM (Analysis)
Compare decoded output of the Probabilistic Dependency Model,
trained on the Dutch grammar, with n-gram dependencies, n = 2,3,4.
File containing decoded output probabilities after testing
Correlation + slope coefficient
File containing pairs of observed and predicted probabilities. This file
is used to plot the scatter diagram.

bintores (Decoding)
Convert binary patterns to the orthographic and phonologic represent
ations of words.
Binary pattern file
Results file with orthographic and phonologic representations.
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Program:
Description :

In:

Out:

Program:
Description :

In:

Out:

Program:
Description:

In:

Out:

Program:
Description:

In:

Out:

bp11 (Training + Testing)
Training and testing of neural networks. This main program is based on
the software package for Parallel Distributed Processing and has been
modified to enable the simulation of the frequency effect. See [13]
(Appendix B and C) for more information about the bp package and file
formats.
Start up file .str
Template file .tem
The output of bp11 depends on user preferences. These are specified in
the start up file and template file. During training, the output usually
consists of a file with the values for MSE. After testing the output usually
consists of a file with patterns of output or hidden activations.

fsatoseq (Data selection)
Generate sequences on the basis of an FSA-definition and maximum
length specification.
File containing FSA-definitions (number of nodes, transition probabilit
ies, transition characters)
Maximum length of sequence
Number of sequences to be generated
Sequence file .seq This file contains the sequences generated by the FSA.

genpattern (Coding)
Generate file with binary input and target patterns, according to coding
scheme.
File containing the orthography, phonology and frequency of all words
to be presented to the network.
Coding for orthography
Coding for phonology
Pattern file containing the binary input and target patterns.

getcelexdutch, getcelexenglish (Data selection)
Select a subset of words from the CELEX database on CD-ROM (cor
pus). The selection is based on word length and word frequency.
CELEX files containing data about ortography, phonology and fre
quency of words in the selected language. Selection criteria: minimum
length, maximum length, minimum word frequency, maximum word
frequency.
File containing the orthography, phonology and frequency of all words
to be presented to the network.



Program:
Description :

In:
Out:
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seqtopat (Coding)
Convert sequence file to a pattern file suited to train the recurrent net
work on the prediction task. This program is used also to define (local)
recurrency in the network architecture. See [13], (pages 155-159) for
more information about the definition of recurrent networks.
Sequence file .seq This file contains the sequences generated by the FSA.
Pattern file containing the binary input and target patterns.
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